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ABSTRACT 
Feminism identifies with the conviction that women ought to have similar social, economic and political rights. 

It questions the biased supposition about the roles that people ought to have in life, as they for the most part 

work to the advantage of men over women. Feminism brings to scrutiny the depictions of gender roles, which 

will in general force social standards, customs, associations, laws and assumptions on the grounds of gender 

discrimination. It very well may be considered as a development which is battled against women persecution 

under male centric society.  

It perceives that having joy is focal piece of life and doesn't discourage woman who appreciates it with no 

feeling of blame or lament. Despite the fact that it began as a simple 'consciousness', has now expected a more 

earnest voice. The new daring woman accepts excellence and force of sex to accomplish present objectives. 
They discuss freedom in sex as a basic liberty; put forth all attempts to look captivating and alluring, not the 

same as the conventional women.  

Numerous Indian scholars in English have discussed this freedom and its appearances. They present the issues 

regarding women so that they uncover the inner scene of a woman's intimate encounter that affirms her reality. 

It is through different other female characters that some huge issues pertaining gender inclination, marriage, 

relocation, male-dominance and marginalization, will be settled in the current article.  

The study tries to investigate and explicate the general images of women and their lifestyle, according to the 

Indian point of view. The accentuation is on the new emerging woman of modern cosmopolitan India, who is not 

any more a manikin in the possession of a man.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Shobha De's novels characterize the new Indian woman's voice. 'New woman' needs to investigate self 

identity, looks for freedom in all periods of her life reinstates the regular portrayal of Indian women. The 

requirement for women to look for their individuality is the message in her novels. Indian women were 

dominated since ages. They were under the influence of man. Various viewpoints were responsible for women 

concealment; they can be categorized as cultural edifying, traditional, etc.  

In Indian patriarchal society, Indian women have consistently been educated since her initial days that 

they need to follow her mate and family. Her folks offered her no choice to think about her own individuality. In 

Indian culture, the introduction of a young lady youngster is never gets a welcoming reaction nor from the 

guardians nor from the society.  
In this manner the excursion of such woman turns into a contextual investigation of feminism, all 

circles of her development, cultural, political and psychosomatic remains the focal point of examination. 

Contemporary woman is a vocation arranged in light of the fact that she realizes that it is her financial 

dependence which approves a male to dominate his better half and subject her to physical and mental pain.  

Shobha De considers in an extremely genuine recitation of incidents and kindness. Nothing is held 

available for later in her fiction. It is in this regard Shobha De varies considerably from other Indian women 

novelists in English, she addresses an assortment of women from the regular, dominated and marginalized to the 

tremendously current and receptive women. Her novels splinter patriarchal matchless quality. With the ascent of 

feminism, there arose the new woman, who is totally unique in relation to her customary partner. These new 

woman is cognizant, confident and now and again even forceful.  

To procure another identity she is seen dealing with her general surroundings own terms. She has 
gotten mindful of her destination, that is to free herself from the grip of uncalled for restrictions and customs 

forced on her by the male-dominated society, becoming mindful of her own rights, she has stirred up some dust, 

obviously, the battle won't be simple and brief since it is against the human components like personality, 

eagerness, desire and self-centeredness. So far the women are taken a gander at as man's advantage and they 

have likewise acknowledged it without fight.  
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In any case, the modern women have understood the crooked idea of such an attitude and hence they 

have begun thinking on various lines. De shows a significant change in the situation of her women who are 

independent. They don't depend for their endurance on their dads, spouses or children. Then again, they have 
expected solidarity to confront life with all its high points and low points. They are decisive, functional and 

solid. They take care of their issues themselves.  

Shobha De accepts that the women must know about her own identity as a person and should think for 

themselves. Woman ought to be an independent identity and element by being mindful of the decisions open to 

her. 

 

II. STATUS OF WOMEN SHOWN IN THE WORKS OF SHOBHA DE 
In Starry Nights (1992), Shobha De has expected the breaking of human characteristics in this 

sparkling universe of Mumbai film through the reasonable depiction of Aasha Rani, Geeta Devi, Malini and 
Rita. In our overall population, ladies misuse and experience ladies instead of appearing, respect and 

appreciation for their own sex.  

In reality, Shobha De draws out the comprehensive mental truth that the woman is the adversary of 

woman. The ladies in this novel are identified with the universe of films. Aasha Rani, 'darling of the large 

numbers', breaks each social more and social principles by her sporadic and degenerate direct. Nothing controls 

her longing to continue with her own personal real presence. Her sexual encounters with different men point out 

her sexual hostility. She vanquishes men out of the blue, and wrecks the mythical image of woman constrained 

by man controlled society. According to De, 'sex is the bedrock taking everything into account'. Her ladies in 

this novel genuinely talk about and practice sex. They are intense and defiant who secure against their abuse and 

endeavor to express their character.  

At any rate ladies in Shobha De's are adequately open minded to continue with their journeys and 
issues without making a quarrel over the wedding agreement of their assistants. These ladies are certain and are 

adequately reasonable to legitimize their relationship. This relationship is best shown in the association between 

Asha Rani and Akshay Arora in Starry Nights.  

The idea of significant quality emerging out of fondness for one and a comparable individual is out-

dated. This is throughout delineated by Shobha De's Sisters (1992). In this novel Mikki Hiralal is abused, 

subjugated and abused by Binny Malhotra, a genuine agent of man driven framework. The legend Mikki in her 

voyage from a calm victim to a hard progressive, breaks every one of the grounded great codes of the male-

overpowered world. She doesn't appear to be passionate or thoughtful even on the passing of her people like the 

customary Indian woman.  

Both Mikki and Alisha, (another character) are not weal women of propensities. After Mikki got the 

sexual satisfaction from her soul mate before marriage, she expeditiously got hitched to him without giving 

misgivings to her decision. The cutting edge Indian woman who is at the point of convergence of Shobha De's 
novels isn't detached in nature. She challenges the forces in male-managed world, which undermine her 

singularity. Alisha communicates the creator's longing of freedom for ladies in sexual issues. Then, a middle 

class working woman Taarini states her love for Shashi, disregarding her significant other and children. Shobha 

De's ladies break a wide scope of restrictions and feel freed.  

The epic Second Thoughts (1996) is an unfortunate story of Maya, a mishandled companion. She 

encounters intimate disharmony since her life partner Ranjan thinks about woman as a basic thing. Maybe her 

soul mate again and again assists her with remembering 'show'. It is a result of Ranjan's customary temper and 

feeling of predominance, Maya feels herself trapped in a disregarded and pointless life. He never endeavored to 

find the reason for Maya's hopelessness. He was under the speculation that giving four square dinners was all 

that anybody could require for her and she ought to be appreciative for what he was accomplishing for her.  

Notwithstanding, when Maya advances to him in bed, he reprimanded by saying that he required time 
for it. The segment of Nikhil passed on importance to Maya's life. He was fourth floor neighbor and was a 

school going understudy. He may not be enthused about concentrates but instead he had aced the strength of 

spellbinding ladies. Maya could instantly feel the distinction Nikhil passed on to her life. Nikhil filled Maya 

with the force and delight that she was a particularly lot of critical about. She had found importance in her 

existence in this world.  

Sometimes, Shobha De has been charged of commercializing ladies while communicating sex in a 

much explained detail. In the wake of perusing her novels one feels that she has endeavored to fight for the 

justification ladies and has drawn out the piece of sex since she feels that ladies are minimized similar to sex. 

They are influenced slaves in the possession of their companions by making them to satisfy their solicitations 

whenever they need it. They get fierce and rude even infatuated making and get happiness consequently.  

Shobha De has depicted men determining delight by tormenting a woman by beating their stripped 

body with searchers or harming them with making wounds and giving them torture. As such the creator has 
depicted her ladies so they are expressly freed and use sex individually terms.  
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As a lifelong fan and an overwhelming devotee of women's freedom there is a striking and 

straightforward delineation of sensible sex and elegant temper in her works. Her novels are the test novels 

against the male-commanded Indian culture where ladies are precluded the chance from securing explanation 
and action. Shobha De's novels address the new Indian woman's voice. 'Another Woman' is looking for self-

character, looking for freedom in varying foundations, supplanting the conventional image of Indian woman. 

The necessity for ladies to search for their character is the message in her novels. 

 

III. DISCUSSION 
Shobha De doesn't have confidence in describing her women characters as adoration slaves or simple 

partners at home. Shobha De as an essayist attempts to reflect or depict her feminist mindset while portraying 

women in her novel. A broader assessment of her work uncovers her dissent against old fashioned image of 

women who can't live the manner in which she needs to and do things the manner in which she needs to.  
Women's in her novels are addressed as sexually freed and free thinking who have been named as, 

"New Woman". She discussed the self-acknowledgment of women. The elegant, Educated, reasonable women 

became hero in her novels. In the entirety of her writings De address new profound quality, according to which 

woman isn't to be taken as a simple toy, an object of desire and transitory delight, yet man's equivalent and 

regarded accomplice. Women character without a doubt uncovers their feminist ideology. She depicts an 

assortment of women from the customary, enslaved and marginalized to the amazingly modern and freed 

women. She investigated the existences of exhausted house spouses and their cold rich husbands and family. 

Her novels reflect the life styles of the tip top and the middle classes of metropolitan world.  

The depiction of the image of enslaved and marginalized women in Shobha De's novel : Socialite 

Evenings [1989], Second Thoughts [1996], Starry Nights [1992], Sisters [1992] have been concentrated with an 

accentuation on men's pride, incompatible marriage, customary standards of practices and patriarchal social 
framework as the genuine powers of the abuse and misuse of women. She causes us to notice women's abuse, 

decimation and liberation. She continually attempts to break patriarchal authority and raises a voice of dissent 

against male dominance.  

In Socialite Evening, the principal novel of Shobha De, is about the excursion of a prominent Bombay 

Socialite Karuna, from a middle class young lady to an independent woman. Making a feminist methodology, 

the novel gives as the image of the marginalization of the Indian women because of their spouses. Socialite 

Evening is a novel that presents the institutions of family and marriage existing in the affluent class of the Indian 

Society.  

An enduring topic in the novel is simply the quest for identity and hoods, Karuna experiences because 

of the unfeeling and non responsive attitude of her significant other. Her better half treats her as a simple item 

exposed to his will subsequently there is a finished loss of her identity. Her entrance in the alluring universe of 

modeling and fellowship with Bunty are the demonstration of resistance. After marriage she set up additional 
military relationship with Krish rebels against her insensitive spouse lastly separates from him. Essentially 

Anjali, a youthful Socialite, about experiences much in view of her incompatible marriage and her better half's 

severe attitude, Here, Shobha De's assault isn't against the individuals, it is against the framework that favors 

men and causes women's enslavement and marginalization.  

Shobha De's novels address the new Indian woman's voice. A Renewed Person is looking for self-

identity, seeking freedom in varying backgrounds, replacing the customary image of Indian woman.  

The requirement for women to look for their identity is the message in her novels. Despite what might 

be expected, she shows her disdain and abhorrence for their deceptive and socially unsatisfactory conduct. This 

can be deducted from a definitive exercises and deviant conduct.  

Being a woman, De is more interested in the problems of woman. She presents the crucial reality and 

makes us conscious of the torments of women and injustice done to them by their partners in the patriarchal 
society. Notwithstanding, it's undeniably true that however De's novels are crowded with female characters, the 

examination of the novels uncovers her emphasis is just on the women heroes, and the other secondary character 

are basically referenced.  

In her novels, she generally talks about just the metropolitan women where provincial women don't 

find place in her novels. They are completely disregarded. Subsequently their abuse, expatiation and 

marginalization, they turn insubordinate. Shobha De's novels address the new Indian woman's voice. A 

Renewed Person is looking for self-identity seeking freedom in varying backgrounds, replacing the practice 

image of Indian woman. The requirement for women to look for their identity is the message in her novels.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Shobha De's ladies characters are forthcoming about their appearance of sexual need by reprimanding 

the sexual moral quality which is fundamentally appointed for ladies in the male driven framework existing in 

India. Her novels address the new Indian woman's voice. 'Another Woman' is looking for self-character, looking 
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for freedom in varying foundations, she is zero chance seems to help the lifestyle got by these implied current 

ladies.  

Despite what may be generally anticipated, she demonstrates her disdain and repugnance for their 
deceptive and socially unsuitable direct. This can be concluded from a definitive activities and monstrosity 

direct.  

Shobha De encourages her ladies to examine their direct and stop presenting to be men. In the current 

circumstance of sexual direction isolation, an investigation of her novels expands and guides our considerations 

to critical issues influencing ladies in Indian culture. 
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